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Guide for Strategic Improvement Plans 

How to use this resource 
This resource supports schools when developing their Strategic Improvement Plan.  It is a guide only and there is no 
expectation for use. 

Target audience 
This resource can be used collaboratively by school leaders to support the development of their Strategic 
Improvement Plan as part of the School Excellence Cycle. 

When and how to use 
This guide is a working document that details steps schools can take to develop the details their school can take to 
improve learning outcomes and the achievement and growth of all students. It is assists in the development of the 
SIP. 
Research base 
This resource was developed by PSLs, Strategic School Improvement (SSI) and Capability, Implementation and 
School Excellence (CISE) business units. Consultation occurred with relevant SME areas.  The research base used 
was the School Excellence Framework and What works best in practice (nsw.gov.au).  

Contact 
Email questions or comments about this resource to sparo@det.nsw.edu.au using subject line ‘Re School Excellence 
resource> < insert name of resource >.   

 

Alignment to system priorities and/or needs: School Excellence Policy (nsw.gov.au), School Excellence Procedure 

Alignment to School Excellence Framework: Educational Leadership & School Planning, Implementation and 
Reporting elements in the Leadership domain 

Consulted with: Capability, Implementation and School Excellence (CISE) Team, Principals, School Leadership 
(PSLs) and Strategic School Improvement (SSI) Team. 

Reviewed by: CISE Director, PSL Director, SSI Director 
Created/last updated: 2019 
To be reviewed: 2022 as part of regular evaluation of resources. 

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/school-excellence-and-accountability/sef-evidence-guide/resources/about-sef
https://education.nsw.gov.au/about-us/educational-data/cese/publications/practical-guides-for-educators-/what-works-best-in-practice
mailto:sparo@det.nsw.edu.au
https://education.nsw.gov.au/policy-library/policies/pd-2016-0468.html?refid=285839
https://education.nsw.gov.au/content/dam/main-education/policy-library/associated-documents/pd-2016-0468-01.pdf
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Why does your school need  
a Strategic Improvement Plan?
It is a requirement that all NSW government schools develop and publish a Strategic 
Improvement Plan. This plan is a working document that details the steps your school 
will take to improve learning outcomes and the achievement and growth of all students. 
To ensure continuous improvement, the Strategic Improvement Plan reflects your 
school’s current state and how to further improve learning, teaching and leading.

Policy and context
All schools engage in every aspect of the School Excellence cycle. This includes developing a Strategic 
Improvement Plan (SIP) in consultation with their community. The SIP has up to three strategic directions 
and associated improvement measures which form the basis of each planning cycle. 

The first strategic direction for every school will be ‘Student growth and attainment’. The remaining strategic 
directions are chosen by each school to reflect and respond to their unique context.

Improvement measures should include system-negotiated targets with references to effective classroom practices. 

The Strategic Improvement Plan is approved by the Director, Educational Leadership (DEL) and published on 
the school’s website by the end of Term 1 at the commencement of a planning cycle. The SIP is also required as 
a state archive.

The School Excellence Policy provides direction for schools on school planning, ongoing self-assessment, 
annual reporting and external validation. 

Your school will develop a comprehensive Strategic Improvement Plan in consultation with the school community, 
identifying the student outcomes to be achieved and the resources that will be used. 

The Strategic Improvement Plan:
•  is underpinned by the School Excellence Framework (SEF), SEF Self-assessments and the external 

validation process
•  clearly identifies the expected improvement in learning, teaching and leading aligned to specific strategies, 

initiatives, resources and professional learning
•  includes strategic directions and the improvement measures (including references to the school’s  

agreed system-negotiated targets), against which your school’s impact will be monitored and evaluated
•  clearly reflects the Department of Education’s strategic plan and Premier’s priorities
•  demonstrates your school’s commitment to excellence and equity as part of NSW public education
•  is clearly linked to the school budget, reflecting the resources that will be used to achieve the planned improvements
•  is underpinned by high impact teacher professional learning to build the capabilities of teachers and 

school leaders.

http://education.nsw.gov.au
https://policies.education.nsw.gov.au/policy-library/policies/school-excellence-policy?refid=285839
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What is a Strategic Improvement Plan?

The Strategic Improvement Plan is: The Strategic Improvement Plan is not:
•  based on your school’s situational analysis 

and the School Excellence Framework
•  recognises the importance of a sharp, deep focus 

on strategic areas to address improvement 
in order to meet system-negotiated and  
school-determined targets

•  improvement focused with a clear vision 
for student achievement

•  a consultative process including all stakeholders
•  based on authentic school practice and reflections 

on practice
•  focused on collection, analysis, reflection 

and evaluation of evidence
•  based on improvement measures aligned 

to your school’s current state.

•  based on opinion and personal preferences
•  focused on validation or external views
•  for school leadership teams exclusively
•  part of an inspection process
•  leading to external rankings for schools.

Notes:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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Process for completing a 
Strategic Improvement Plan 
using SPaRO
Consult the community around the findings of the situational analysis
•  Determine through consultation:

•  school vision statement
•  school context
•  strategic directions.

Develop Strategic Improvement Plan 
(published on school website)

•  Write new Strategic Improvement Plan (SIP) in SPaRO including:
• strategic directions
• purpose statements
• improvement measures
• initiatives 
• success criteria
• evaluation plan.

Develop implementation and progress monitoring plan 
(internal school document) 

•  Map improvement measures to develop annual progress measures.
•  Enter annual budget allocations for all needs-based funding into Funding source table.
•  Determine for each initiative the year’s activities required to achieve the annual progress measure.
•  Determine for each activity the:

• implementation team (who)
• commencement timeframe (when)
• resources (funding allocations)
• links to School Excellence Framework themes.

•  Complete the evaluation for each activity after considering sources of evidence.

DEL conversation and SIP approval
•  Principal and Director, Educational Leadership (DEL) use the conversation guide to discuss each aspect 

of the Strategic Improvement Plan (SIP). 
•  After ongoing conversations: 

• all aspects are endorsed by both the Principal and the DEL
• SIP is approved by the DEL
• SIP is published.

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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Unpacking each stage of the process
1. Determine through consultation

School vision statement
An essential element of school planning is for your school to create a shared vision statement. The school vision 
statement should be evident throughout the Strategic Improvement Plan. 

A school vision statement is short and precise (one or two paragraphs), describing your school’s shared values and 
high level aspirations for ongoing school improvement. It is a statement about student learning and achievement 
based on school-identified priorities which consider the Department of Education and Premier’s priorities. 

Reflective questions
  Does our school vision statement represent the high-level goals for the future of all our students and the school,  
the shared values and commitment?
  How clearly does the school vision statement describe the desired future state for our students and our school? 
  Has our shared vision statement been informed by our situational analysis and developed in consultation 
with our community? 
  How does our vision statement align with the department’s priorities?
  What do we want to change for our students, staff and leaders?
  Is our vision statement reflective of community aspirations?

Notes:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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School context
The school context statement describes your school’s unique features and includes information that reflects 
on the educational, geographic and social characteristics of the school.

It will clearly state your school’s high level areas for improvement or further development established 
from the findings of the situational analysis, including: 
•  the student body 
•  significant student groups 
•  the school community and its aspirations
•  extracurricular activities 
•  distinctive attributes of the school
•  significant school improvement focus, based on the findings of the situational analysis 
•  level of resourcing
•  significant alliances and partnerships
•  students with additional needs, Aboriginal students and students learning English as an additional language 

(EAL/D students)

Together, your school’s vision statement and school context statement provide an orientation to the school 
for those reading the school’s Strategic Improvement Plan, particularly those less familiar with the school. 

Once formulated, the school context statement may be used across a number of forums including 
the annual report, the school’s website, the department’s website and the My School website. 

Reflective questions 
  How has our school context statement been informed by our situational analysis and in consultation 
with our community? 
  Does our context statement reflect characteristics of the student body, significant student groups, 
the community and the outcome of the situational analysis?
  How clearly have we articulated the distinctive attributes of our school, including extra-curricular activities, 
level of resourcing, alliances and partnerships?

Notes:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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2. Develop Strategic Improvement Plan

Strategic directions
Each strategic direction articulates the focus of the transformation to be achieved so that the whole school 
community can understand the school’s purpose. It is a:
•  title to identify the strategic direction
•  short and meaningful statement.

Strategic directions provide a strong indication of the priorities that engage your school community members 
in a common goal and are underpinned by the three domains of learning, teaching and leading of the School 
Excellence Framework.

Due to the interrelated nature of the elements of the SEF it is likely that each strategic direction developed by 
your school will contain aspects of improvement related to all three SEF domains. A Strategic Improvement Plan 
does not require a strategic direction for each domain. 

Schools are required to develop three strategic directions that reflect areas of improvement based on self-assessment 
reflected by the situational analysis. Strategic Direction 1 will be ‘Student growth and attainment’. The remaining 
strategic directions are chosen by your school to reflect and respond to your unique context.

Please note: Small schools may develop two strategic directions. Strategic Direction 1 will be ‘Student growth 
and attainment’. See the webpage ‘Strategic planning for unique school contexts’ for further information.

Reflective questions
  Are our strategic directions high-level drivers for transformational change?

  Has our situational analysis informed the strategic directions?

  Has our school’s most recent self-assessment and external validation, and the evidence underpinning our 
‘point in time judgments’ informed the strategic directions?

  Has research and evidence informed the development of our strategic directions?

  In what ways do the strategic directions align to our school vision?

  Do our strategic directions align with the SEF elements and previous SEF-S-aS?

Notes:

Strategic Direction 1 Strategic Direction 2 Strategic Direction 3

Student growth and attainment

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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Purpose statements
The purpose statement is a clear and succinct statement to explain why a strategic direction was chosen 
as a focus, and:
•  is a statement that is aspirational but also measurable and contextual
•  relates to the school vision
•  explains the reason or logic for the strategic direction 
•  drives the whole strategic direction. 

Reflective questions
  Does the purpose statement clearly explain why this strategic direction was chosen as a focus?

  To what extent are our purpose statements related to student growth and attainment?

  To what extent are our purpose statements aspirational, measurable and attainable within the timeframe?

  How clearly does our purpose statement articulate the intent of the strategic direction?

  Is the purpose statement informed by the relationship between our self-evaluation and the reason 
for the strategic direction?

  How has our evidence informed the development and purpose of the strategic direction?

  How is the intent of the purpose statement related to the elements of the SEF-S-aS under each domain?

Notes:

Strategic Direction 1 Strategic Direction 2 Strategic Direction 3

Purpose: Purpose: Purpose:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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Strategic directions template in SPaRO
School planning and monitoring is supported by a clear and structured interface in the SPaRO software. 
Your school will enter improvement measures, initiatives, success criteria and an evaluation plan for 
each strategic direction using the SPaRO interface. This example is for Strategic Direction 1.

Reflective questions 

Purpose
Why did we select this 
strategic direction?

Improvement measures
What do we want to achieve?

Initiatives
How are we going to achieve this?

Success criteria
What are we going to observe 
if we are successful?

Evaluation Plan
What evidence do we need 
to collect and analyse?

Numeracy:
•A minimum of 64.2% of Year 3 and 5 
students achieve in the top two bands 
in NAPLAN numeracy. (Lower bound 
system-negotiated target). 
•At least 90% of students completing 
Year 3 will have achieved the learning 
indicators within the Additive 
Strategies element of the Numeracy 
Progressions.

Reading:
•A minimum of 68.1% of Year 3 and 5 
students achieve in the top two bands 
in NAPLAN reading. (Lower bound 
system-negotiated target). 
•At least 90% of students completing 
Kindergarten will have achieved 
within Level 4 of the Understanding 
Texts elements of the Literacy 
Progressions. 

Personalised learning
Embed a learning culture that enables 
students to create, receive feedback 
and achieve their learning goals.
• PL on use of literacy and numeracy 
progressions to personalise learning 
and understanding.
Data driven practices
Ensure effective strategies and 
processes for data analysis and 
reflection are used for responsive 
curriculum delivery.
• PL in data literacy, data analysis and 
data use in teaching for all staff. This is 
linked to gap analysis data.
• Establish and use IL position to work 
with teachers using data to monitor 
and assess student progress and 
design future learning on a whole 
class, group and individual level.

The school will use the following data 
sources to regularly analyse the 
effectiveness of the initiatives in 
achieving the purpose and 
improvement measures of the 
strategic direction. This analysis will 
guide the school’s future directions:
• NAPLAN data
• Scout – Value added data
• Learning sprint data analysis 
• Student work samples
• Literacy and numeracy PLAN2 data
• Student PLPs
• Student focus groups.

The evaluation plan will involve:
• Regular review of these data 
sources to provide clarity around 
whether we are on track for achieving 
the intended improvement measures.

Assessment data is collected in 
reading and numeracy on a regular 
and planned basis and used 
responsively as an integral part of 
classroom instruction.
  
Accurate, consistent teacher 
judgment is evident across the 
school.
 
Data and feedback inform teaching 
practice and direct learners and 
learning.

All students articulate, understand 
and achieve their literacy and 
numeracy learning goals.

In order to maximise student learning outcomes in reading and numeracy and to build 
strong foundations for success, we will further develop and refine data driven teaching 

practices that are responsive to the learning needs of individual students.

Evaluation PlanSuccess CriteriaInitiativesImprovement Measures

Purpose

Strategic direction 1 - Student growth and attainment

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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Improvement measures
Improvement measures and targets support you and other school leaders to lead improvement 
in your unique school contexts, and to have sharper, more focused conversations about 
school improvement. 

They inform the setting of clearer goals and better guide the assessment of progress, 
further supporting the work that school leaders, staff and their communities do every day 
to improve outcomes for every student in every classroom. 

Terms and definitions
Improvement measure: An improvement measure is a statement of the impact that will be achieved 
by the expected year of the School Excellence cycle through your Strategic Improvement Plan. 

Target: A target is the measurable value or impact that the school is aiming to achieve. It can also be stated 
as a range from the baseline to the target value. 

Your school will use two categories of targets: system-negotiated targets and school-determined targets. 
•  System-negotiated targets are a specific set of targets determined by the principal in consultation with 

their Director, Educational Leadership (DEL), and aligned to the Premier's Priorities and targets within 
those priorities. Some system-negotiated targets are two or three year targets, but will be published in 
the ‘Improvement measures’ field of your Strategic Improvement Plan.

•  School-determined targets are determined by the school.

From 2021, if your school has a sufficient student cohort it will, through consultation with your DEL, use the 
system-negotiated targets established to set challenging and achievable improvement measures in your 
Strategic Improvement Plan.

Strategic Direction 1: ‘Student growth and attainment’ may contain specific system-negotiated targets. 
Your school context will guide the development of your Strategic Improvement Plan, and system-negotiated 
targets can be placed in the most relevant strategic direction.*

Further information
For further detail regarding what system-negotiated targets should be included as improvement measures 
and where in your Strategic Improvement Plan they should be located, please refer to the System-negotiated 
targets table. Contact your DEL for further information.

When entering your system-negotiated targets in the ‘Improvement measures’ field in SPaRO, ensure that 
you select the correct ’Achieve by year’.

Note: For small schools, Special Purpose Schools (SSPs) and newly opened schools, please refer to Strategic 
planning for unique school contexts for advice on improvement measures.

How are system-negotiated targets included in your Strategic Improvement Plan?
System-negotiated targets must be included as improvement measures in the public-facing section 
of your school’s plan, alongside other improvement measures identified by the school as appropriate.

Option 1: Schools may state the baseline and agreed range of the system-negotiated target: For example:
•  % of students achieving top two bands in reading increases from 50% (baseline) to 57%–63% (range) by 2022

or

Option 2: Schools may state the agreed uplift in their improvement measure as a target. For example:
•  % of students achieving top two bands in reading increases by 7% by 2022

Your school will identify a minimum of two high-impact improvement measures for each strategic direction 
against which the school’s Strategic Improvement Plan will be monitored and evaluated using annual 
progress measures.

*Updated 22 September 2020

http://education.nsw.gov.au
https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/school-excellence-and-accountability/2021-school-excellence-in-action/strategic-improvement-plan/components/school-context-samples
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Improvement measures should:
•  include targets and be achievable by the expected year of the 4-year cycle
•  be measurable against baseline data
•  relate to the specific strategic direction and reflect the outcome intended by the purpose statement 
•  align clearly to the initiatives, success criteria and evaluation
•  be fair, transparent and easy to communicate and explain.

Reflective questions
  How do the improvement measures relate to the needs we identified in the situational analysis?

  Does the measure reflect and effectively capture the intent of the purpose statement?

  Is the improvement measure specific, measurable, relevant and achievable within a realistic time frame?

  How has baseline data, research, evidence and policy informed the improvement measure?

  Are the improvement measures high-level statements against which we can monitor and 
evaluate the impact of the processes?

  How have system-negotiated and school-determined targets been considered and included 
in the improvement measures?

  Are the improvement measures clearly linked to the initiatives?

  Does the measure align with the success criteria?

  Will the improvement measures capture what we set out to improve and the impact on students?

  Does the improvement measure accurately quantify or qualify the expected change?

Notes:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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Initiatives
Initiatives are:
•  high-level projects and/or processes that schools undertake in order to achieve 

the improvement measures
•  high impact statements that describe how the strategic direction purpose statement 

is going to be achieved
•  planned, monitored and evaluated through implementation and progress monitoring 

section of the school plan in SPaRO.

Each school will:
•  consider quality over quantity through a narrow and deep lens 
•  include the high level strategy or overview of how each initiative will be achieved across the four years.

Reflective questions
  How do the initiatives clearly align with the strategic direction?

  Do the initiatives describe how the strategic direction purpose statement is going to be achieved?

  Will the implementation of these initiatives achieve the improvement measures and success criteria for each 
strategic direction?

  How have the initiatives been broken down into significant activities across the four years covered by the plan?

  To what extent will the initiatives lead to transformational change in our school?

  How do resources strategically support the initiatives? Does our needs-based funding support initiatives that 
will impact on student learning?

  What professional learning is required to support our students, staff and community in achieving the initiative/s?

  How is high impact professional learning for our staff linked to the initiative/s?

  Have we ensured a narrow and deep focus within our initiatives?

  Are any of our initiatives too big? Do we need to break them down further?

  Are any of our initiatives too small and are there too many of them to track?

Notes:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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Success criteria
Success criteria articulate observable characteristics of the intended future state for the school 
once their improvement measures in the Strategic Improvement Plan have been achieved. 
They describe what success looks like in line with the descriptors within the School 
Excellence Framework.

Success criteria may include:
•  sustained learning, teaching and leadership behaviours 
•  changed practices of your students, staff and leaders
•  a shift in your school learning culture
•  improved student outcomes
•  enhanced teacher capability
•  effective use of available resources within a set period of time (as in the school calendar year) to drive 

desired improvement.

Examples of school’s identifying improvement measures
•  An increase in the percentage of Year 9 students achieving or exceeding expected growth in Numeracy 

from 59.7% to upper bound target of 65.8%. The success criteria could be ‘Reliable formative and summative 
assessment supports learning across the school and forms an integral part of daily classroom instruction’.

Note: This success criteria is a combination of sustaining and growing and excelling within the learning domain 
element of ‘Assessment’.

•  ‘Excelling in Data skills and use’ as measured by the SEF. The success criteria could be ‘Student assessment data 
is regularly used school wide to identify student learning and progress, reflect on teaching effectiveness and 
inform future directions’.

Note: This success criteria has come from the statement of excellence for the teaching domain element 
‘Data Skills and Use’.

Reflective questions
  Do the success criteria provide a clear statement of what we will do differently and what we will observe 
when this occurs?

  How has data, research, evidence and policy informed the success criteria?

  How will transformational change come about due to these success criteria?

  Do the success criteria reflect the School Excellence Framework?

  How do the success criteria clearly identify changes in behaviour practice and student learning 
in and across our school community?

  In what ways do the success criteria align with the whole strategic direction?

  Is there strong alignment between the improvement measures and the success criteria?

  Can the success criteria be achieved by the identified initiatives?

Notes:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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Evaluation plan
The evaluation plan outlines the strategies that will be used in self-assessment processes 
to determine the progress and impact of your strategic direction. The data and evidence 
identified in this section provides information to assist in decision-making.

The approach for measuring achievement of the strategic direction should be entered in the 
evaluation column in SPaRO.

The evaluation plan is part of your published, public-facing Strategic Improvement Plan, 
and should address:
•  What is being evaluated?
•  What data will be collected to evidence this?
•  How and by whom will this data be collected?

Regular gathering of data for evaluation may include:
•  analysis of your school-based data and  external assessment data
•  feedback from your project teams, staff, community and focus groups and  surveys
•  photos, video and other media 
•  analysis of flexible school budget spend — have we used needs-based funding for the purpose it was intended 

and do we need to adjust our budget?

The data should correlate with and validate your school’s improvement measures and include qualitative and 
quantitative sources, as well as internal and external sources.

QDAI evaluative thinking process
The Question, Data, Analysis and Implications (QDAI) approach has been included in some of the sample 
Strategic Improvement Plans.

Question: To what extent have we achieved our purpose?

Data: We will use a combination of data sources. These will include:
•  internal assessments
•  external assessments
•  PLAN2
•  NAPLAN

•  surveys
•  observation
•  focus groups
•  interviews

•  document analysis
•  resource allocation analysis

Analysis: Analysis will be embedded within the project through progress and implementation monitoring. 
Annually the school will review progress towards the improvement measures.

Implications
•  The findings of the analysis will inform future actions.
•  Annual reporting on school progress measures (published in the annual report and published on the school website 

at the end of Term 1 each year).

Reflective questions
  Is the purpose of the evaluation clear?

  Does the evaluation include relevant processes, practices and evidence sources that can be used to monitor 
progress and impact?

  What qualitative and quantitative data sources are available and are these relevant to the improvement measures?

  Will the evaluation plan allow us to determine the extent to which the purpose of the strategic direction 
will be achieved?

Notes:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/school-excellence-and-accountability/2021-school-excellence-in-action/strategic-improvement-plan/samples
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3. Implementation and progress monitoring
Your Strategic Improvement Plan will need to be finalised for school website publication before the end of Term 1 
in the first year of the plan. This will involve developing some implementation and progress monitoring processes 
that are not included in the public facing part of the plan — see Implementation and progress monitoring.

This includes:
•  Backward map annual progress measures from the improvement measures to give annual steps 

that are achievable, logical, aligned and clear 
•  For system-negotiated targets, backward and forward map annual progress measures depending 

on their ’Achieve by year’.
•  Enter annual budget allocations for all needs-based funding into the Funding source table. You can more 

easily monitor funding sources, such as equity loadings and initiative funding, when linking funded activities 
to initiatives.

•  For each initiative, determine the year’s activities required for the achievement of the annual progress measure.
•  For each activity, determine the: 

• implementation team (who) 
• commencement timeframe (when) 
• resources (funding allocations) 
• links to SEF themes

•  For each activity, consider the evaluation and sources of evidence.

Notes:

http://education.nsw.gov.au
https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/school-excellence-and-accountability/2021-school-excellence-in-action/implementation-and-progress-monitoring
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4. DEL conversation and SIP approval 
The Strategic Improvement Plan is finalised after ongoing conversations between the principal and the Director, 
Educational Leadership (DEL). 

Through this process the following aspects are endorsed by both the principal and the DEL, and the final Strategic 
Improvement Plan is approved by the DEL.

The Strategic Improvement Plan:
•  is based on the School Excellence Framework and the school’s on-balance judgement against each SEF element, 

supported by evidence of impact* 
•  includes strategic directions aligned to the current school state as identified through an authentic situational 

analysis and consideration of the evidence base 
•  includes improvement measures and resourcing aligned to the needs of students from identified equity groups 

as appropriate to the school context (Aboriginal students, students with low-level disabilities, students from 
low socio-economic backgrounds and students with English as an additional language or dialect)

•  includes Strategic Direction 1: ‘Student growth and attainment’ with explicit references to initiatives related 
to ‘Effective classroom practice’

•  clearly identifies how financial resources, including equity loadings are being used to achieve the identified outcomes
•  clearly identifies planning for the ongoing capability development of staff 
•  is the result of, and reflective of a consultative process including all stakeholders.

Ongoing conversation and collaboration
Principals and their DEL will change each aspect to ‘green’ in SPaRO as the Strategic Improvement Plan 
is developed. This can be completed over time as part of ongoing principal-DEL conversations about the SIP.

When all areas are agreed to be ‘green’ or in place, the DEL will review and approve the Strategic Improvement 
Plan in SPaRO. The SIP is then published on the school’s website.

*  Note: While schools self-assess against all SEF elements, there is no expectation that the SIP will address 
all aspects of the SEF.

http://education.nsw.gov.au
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